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1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to establish for repeated trials

in a Markoff chain a limiting distribution similar to the Poisson distribution

in the case of independent trials. Each trial has two outcomes ("success" and

"failure") and their sequence has a one-step dependence. The case of sta-

tionary transitions has already been treated by elementary methods; it leads

to a Laguerre distribution ('). In this paper the general nonstationary case is

studied; a recent theorem in analysis is required(2).

Let { Un,k} (n = l, 2, ■ • • ; k = l, • • -, w) be an infinite triangular array

of variâtes (chance variables). The row (Un,x, • ■ -, Un,n) represents a se-

quence of w trials in a Markoff chain, Un,k having the value 1 or 0 according

as the &th trial succeeds or fails. Denote by Pn(s) (O^s^n) the probability

of exactly s successes in this sequence of trials. Our object is to find P(s)

= limn_M Pn(s) under suitable hypotheses regarding { Un,k}-

We introduce the absolute probabilities^) (l^k^n)

(1.1) pn,k  =   p(Un,k  =   1), qn,k=l-pn.k (1  á   ¿ á »),

and the transition probabilities (2^k^n)

an,k = p(Un,k = 1 [ Un,k~i = 1),        an,k = 1 — an,k,

bn,k  =   p(Un,k  =   1 I   Un,k-X  =   0), b„,k  =   1   —   K.kl

and also, the expected total number of successes

n n

(1.3) m(n) = £#„.» = 2ZsPn(s).
i_l „=o

In the case of independent trials (a„,k = bn,k=pn,k), it is shown(4) that

Poisson's distribution Pn(s)—>e_"W/s! is obtained if and only if m(n)-^>m

and pn.k^O uniformly over k, as w—* ».

The an,k, bn,k, pn,k, are related by the difference equation  (2gH«)
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(1-4) pn.k =  rn,kpn,k-X + On,fc, rn,k =  an,k —  bn,k,

which in the case of Markoffian dependence determines every pn,k in terms

of the initial probability pn,x- Accordingly, any unconditional statement

concerning pn,k (such as that limn..*, pn,k = 0) largely expresses a property of

pn,i, an "accidental" feature of the situation. On the other hand, a property

of the transition probabilities reflects a more "intrinsic" property of the

mechanism by means of which the trials are made. Such properties are the

following: The transition probabilities (thought of as fixed, independently of

pn.k) are such that

(1.5) lim pn,x = 0      implies that     lim   max  pn,k = 0;
n—♦« »—>«    igfcgn

(1.6) lim pn.x = px    implies that     lim m(n) = m.
n-»oo n—»oo

And we shall say that a limit P„(s)—>P(s), obtained under any hypothesis im-

plying (1.5) and (1.6), is a law of small numbers. This evidently includes the

Poisson case when an,k — bn,k-

We shall establish such a law when, in addition to (1.5), relation (1.6) is

amplified as follows:

n— v

(1.7) lim p„,x = px    implies that     lim  £ E(Un,kUn,k+v) = Rv,
«-♦oo n-»oo   {—o

for all n = 0, 1, 2, • • • (evidently Ro = m); and when, furthermore, infinite

sequences {a<}, {c,} ^ {all 0}, exist such that

(1.8) an,k —* Ok ^ a < 1 uniformly over k as w —> <» ;

and for all n large enough so that {c2, ■ ■ • , cn} 9^ {0, • • • , 0}, and all2^k^n,

bn,k\    £ On,i =   Ck\    £¿¿ '(l  + ín.*),

(1.9)
(n,k —* 0 uniformly over k as n —* oo.

As we shall soon see, bn,k—»0; then (1.9) expresses a requirement of uniformly

limiting proportionality, ô„,2.ô„,3:o„,4. • • • —>c2\cz:cí: ■ • ■ .

Hypotheses (1.8) and (1.9) may be regarded as expressing the heuristic

conception that the mechanism by means of which the trials are made "ap-

proaches a limiting mechanism," so that the quantitative aspects of the

former approach those of the latter "in detail," as w—>°o.

Under these hypotheses, we show that (when pn,x-^>-pi) the generating

function
n

(1 . 10) 4>n(t)   =   £ Pn(s)l>
8=0
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approaches a limit <j>(t) uniformly, and that <f>(f) is given explicitly as an ex-

ponential expression involving only the generating function of {Rv} when

px = 0, and involving in addition that of {a<} when px^O (cf. (8.1), (8.2)).

We may note that when the proportionality condition (1.9) is replaced by

the requirement that for all sufficiently great n, o„,t = 0 (k = l, • ■ ■ , n), our

theorem is a trivial consequence of §5.

A natural generalization suggests itself: Let {Un,k} be replaced by

{Xn.k}, where (Xn,x, • • • , -X"n,n) is a one-step Markoff chain, but where each

varíate Xn,k can have any values in (— », + «>) (or is a vector variate,

confined only to an Euclidean Af-space, or, more generally, belongs to an

abstract set). If S is a subset of the possible values (or positions), and Un.k

is 1 or 0 according as X„,,t£Z or X„,kE^, (Un,\, • ■ ■ . Un,n) will not in gen-

eral be a Markoff chain. But it is possible to extend the results of this paper

to { Un.k} : scalar products are replaced by matrix or operator products; but

the formulas are similar and equally explicit. This will form the subject of a

later communication.

2. The generating function as a matrix product; elementary formulas.

The generating function <t>n(t), which is a product of the generating functions

tpn.k+qn.k of the individual trials in the independent case, expresses itself as

a product of the corresponding conditional matrix generating functions

(2.1) Wn.k  =
tan,k    an,k

tbn.k       bn.k

in the present one.

To see this, consider the segment (t/nil, • ■ • , Un,k) (1 á¿=w) of the wth

chain; and let wñ,t,s, and wn'M( be the probabilities of its producing exactly 5

successes with a success in the &th trial, and with a failure in the &th trial,

respectively. They satisfy the well known equations (0 á s = k)

' 'it"
«n.fc+l.s+l  =   O-n.k+xUn.k,, T"  On.k+lUn,k.s,

" ''il.'"
Un.k+l.t        —   an,k+xUn.k,¡ +  On.k+xUn.k.s,

and clearly u'n¡kfi = «„'*,* = 0. Introducing the generating functions

k k

4>n.k(t)   =   £ Un.kJ', <t>n,k(t)   =   £ Un.kJ",
8=0 8=0

we find at once that they satisfy a recurrence formula expressible in the

matrix form

U'n.k+x(t)      ri.ln.lW ||   =   \Wn.k(t)      4>n.k(t)\\Wn.k+l,

and   that   <t>'n,x(t)=tpn,i,  #n'i(0=?»,i.   On   solving   this   matrix   difference

equation and observing that <j>n(t) =<f>n,n(t)+<t>n,n(t),  we obtain the desired
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expression

1
(2.2) <Pn(t)   =    \\tpn,xqn,x\\Wn,2Wn,3  •  •  •   Wn.J, J  =

1

Some further known results will be needed.

Let (in.k be the standard deviation of Un.k, and pn,j,k the correlation coeffi-

cient of Un.j with Un.k (pn.k-x, k=pn,k being the one-step correlation). Then

O'n.jO'n.kPn.j.k  =   E(Un.jUn.k)   —   E(Un,jU„,k)   ~   pn.jpn.k

=   Pn.jan.j.k Pn.jpn.k,

where U'nik=U„.k — pn.k, and an,,;k = p(Un,k = l\ ¡7niJ-=l). These j-+k transi-

tion probabilities satisfy the equation (cf. (1.4))

(2.3) an,j.k = rn.kOn.i.k-x + bn,k (1 ^ j < k ^ n).

Substracting (1.4) from (2.3), a recurrence formula for a„,j,k — pn,k is obtained

whose solution (with an,i,j—pn,i = qn,j)' when substituted into the previous

equation, gives

(2.4) Pn.j.k — f«,j+if»,{+» • • • rn,kO~n,i/o~n,k = r„,j+lCTn,j/an,k.

From this we draw the conclusion (since pn,i,¡— 1) that

ÍO    K\ lk~fí
\¿-J) Pn.i.k  —   Pn,i+Xpn,i+Î '  '   '   Pn.k  ~  Pn,j+X,

and also, that the coefficient of regression of Un,k on Un,j (being Pn.j.kO'n.k/o'n.i)

IS ~nJ+X-

Here, as henceforth, when {^4,} is a sequence of symbols, each element

of which is specified by the (last) subscript i, we write

A,    = 1 (or the identity),      Ai   = A(Ai+x • • • ¿4<+x-i.

Thus in terms of this notation (2.2) takes the form

4>n(t)   =   \\tpn.l      Cn.lIKWnT1'].^/

=   ll^n.l      qn.lWWn^J.

Equations (1.4) and (2.3) are of the form y„=r,,y,,_i+o„. The solution

(found by standard methods of the calculus of finite differences, and verified

by substitution) is

(2.6) yv = yxr2~l) + £ *+%? (2 = v).

3. Asymptotic form of Wn,k- From the hypothesis (1.5) we conclude that
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(3.1) lim   max bn,k = 0.
n-»«o   2Stgn

This is seen immediately from (1.4) when pn.\—»0 so that lim max pn,k = 0.

And since bn,k is independent of pn,x, (3.1) holds in all cases.

Let c, be the first nonzero element in {c,}. Then hypothesis (1.9) shows

that for all n}zv, o„,2= • • • =o„,,_i = 0. It also shows that wo c< is negative.

And (3.1), (1.9) show that either the series c2 + c3+ • ■ • is divergent and that

cn/(c2+ ■ • • +Cn)—>0, or else that lim„<00£"_2 bn,k = 0 (or both). In the

former (the general) case we write

(3.2) cox = ■ • ■ = co» = c„ w„ = c2 + • • • + cn (» ¡Ë r).

Then the sequence {co,} has the following three properties:

Un+1
(3.3) 0 < coi á cü2 ̂  • • • lim con = oo, lim-= 1.

n—»oo n—»oo    C0n

In other words, it is what we have recently called an averaging sequence(2)(4).

In the special case noted above, the second property in (3.3) may be lacking.

Summing over k in (1.4), we obtain

n n n—1

2-1 bn.k =   2-1 Pn.k —   ¿-I Pn.kfn.k+l ~  pn.l
k=2 *=1 fc=l

n n—1 n—1

=   £ Pn.k —  £ pn.kün.k+X ~ pn.l +  £ pn,kbn.k+l

k=l k=i k=l

n n—1 n—1

=   £ E(Un.k)   —   2~LE(Un.kUn.k+\)  ~  Pn.l+  £ Pn.kbn.k+1-
k=X k~X k=X

Now suppose that pn,x—*pi as w—->a>. The first two sums approach the limits

R0 = m and j?i, by the hypothesis (1.7). The last sum approaches zero, being

between 0 and (ma.x2¿k¿n bn,k) £-E(tV„,fc) (cf. (3.1)). Therefore

n

lim  £ bn.k = m — Rx — px,
n-»«o   k=2

which is zero in the special case noted above, and is weaer negative.

Applying this to (1.9), (3.2), we obtain the asymptotic expression

hk + Vn.k
bn.k = ->        hk = (m — Rx — px)Ck,

(3.4)

1    "
lim — £ | r¡n.k | = 0,
n-»oo wn k=X

valid for all w = l, 2, • • • ; 2^k^n. It will be convenient to introduce the
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symbols on,! = Ci = 0: (3.4) remains valid when k = l (r;„,i = 0). In the special

case, hk = 0.

In all cases, hk^0.

Finally, we write an,i = l and define Wn,x by equation (2.1). Evidently

\\tpn,x gn,i|| =\\pn,i qn.i\\ Wn,x- Consequently (2.2) becomes

,<•>>,
<t>n(t)   =   \\pn.X      qn.x\\Wn,xJ,

which, in view of (3.4), may be written in the form

Gk + Cn.k
(3.5) <t>n(t)   =   \\pn.l      q ».ill Ilk.

k=X L
+

Un >

Bn.k   =

(3.6)

Gk = hk
tan,k    an,k II

0 1    I'
0       0

t   -1

with {co„} satisfying (3.3). And in the special case

0

-1

Cn. Vn.k

(3.7) lim  £*„,»= 0,
m-»«1   k=X

we have, instead of (3.3), (3.5), (3.6), the expression

(3.8)
¡t=i

<t>n(l)   =    \\pn.X      ?„.l||  II   [Bn.k +   V„,k]j,
¡fc=l

(3.9) Vn.k =  Ô„,
0

t

0

-1 I.

with Bn¡k still given by (3.6).

4. The limit of the generating function. Let x be a real number fixed once

for all so that t>1, ar<l (cf. (1.8)); and denote by T the circular region

\t\ í£t in the plane of the complex variable ¿. If we can show that <bn(t)-^xb(t)

uniformly on J"as »—»«>, it will follow at once from the expressions, as con-

tour integrals around \t\ =r, of the coefficients of /* in the expansions of these

functions, that Pn(s)—>P(s) generated by 4>(t). And by the same reasoning

applied to the coefficients of (/—1)" in the expansions about / = 1, it will fol-

low that the moments ßn.s^ß* corresponding to P(s).

We introduce, with E. Hille(6), the following norm N for matrices

D= \\dii(t)\\, N(D)   =      sup
lET;i = l,2,

£ | diAt)

(6) E. Hille, Functional analysis and semi-groups, Amer. Math. Soc. Colloquium Publica-

tions, vol. 31, §21.7.
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In terms of this norm, the class of all square two-order matrices whose ele-

ments are functions of t, each one being defined and bounded on T, is a

Banach algebra with identity(6). Moreover, convergence with respect to N

is equivalent to uniform convergence of the elements on T. The task that

remains for us, therefore, is to find the limit with respect to N of the product

of w square matrices in (3.5), (3.8)—on the assumption that pn.x-^px-

According to the Exponential Limiting Product Theorem (Theorem VI of

footnote 2), we shall have

(4.1) hm  H \Bn.k -\-= Bv   e
B-»oo     jfc=,l L C0n J

whenever the following conditions are all satisfied (in addition to the fact

that Bn.k, Gk are elements of a Banach algebra with identity and that {co,}

is an averaging sequence):

(4.2) N(Bn.k) ^ ß < ™ (»= 1, 2, • • • ;1 g k S n);

(4.3) Bn,k = Bn,kBn,k+X • ■ • Bn;k+\~x —> Bk

uniformly over k as X and n become infinite independently, but with k+\ — l

Un (k remaining fixed);

1 ¿^
(4.4) — £tf(G*) ^ 7 < « ;

Un  k-X

(4.5) limGn/con = 0;

(4.6) lim — 2ZGkB~k+\ = M;
n-»oo C0n k=X

(4.7) lim — £ N(Cn.k) = 0.
B-.00 C0„ k=X

We shall verify the conditions (4.2)—(4.7) seriatim, on the assumption

that pn,x—*pi and that hypotheses (1.5)—(1.9) are made, using (3.3)-(3.6).

The special case (3.7)-(3.9) will be treated by elementary methods in §7.

Calculating the norm of Bn,k in (3.6), we have

N(Bn,k) = sup max {l,  \ t\ a„,k + an,k}  = max {1, ran.k + an,k}

^ max {l, t + 1} = r + 1.

This establishes (4.2) with /3=r+l.

From (3.6) and (3.4) we obtain

(") Cf. E. Hille, loc. cit., §1.14. For the definition of the exponential, cf. §5.7. For the pur-

pose of this paper, the Banach algebra may be thought of simply as the algebra of 2-order square

matrices with convergence defined by N.
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N(Gk) = hkN
0

-1
= hk(r + 1) = (m - Rx - px)(r + l)ck;

so that, in view of (3.2), condition (4.4) applies with y = (m — Rx — px)(r + i).

And condition (4.5) is an evident consequence of this calculation and (3.3).

Again using (3.6), we find N(Cn,k) — \ yn,k\ (r+1); then condition (4.7) is

an immediate consequence of (3.4).

It remains to study conditions (4.3) and (4.6). This will be done in the

following two sections.

5. Proof of condition (4.3). As a first step toward (4.3), we derive from

(3.6) by mathematical induction

(5.1) R(X)Bn.k

X   (X) . . X-l    (X)
t an,k   1 + (t — l)an,k,\(t) — t    an,k

0 1

where an,k.o(t) =ctn,k,x(t) =0; and for X>1,

(5.2)
D-l     (»)

Otn,k,\\t)   =   2-, *       an,k

We must examine the limiting behavior of the two elements in the first

row of this matrix. On account of the hypothesis (1.8) and the relation ar < 1,

we can chose a constant 0 with ar<0<l, and then have, for all sufficiently

large w and all 2ïï&^w, the relation |to„,i| <d (and we recall that a»,i = l).

Then we shall have for ^^1 and X^l and all k between 1 and n — v + l or 1

and w—X + l inclusive:

(5.3)
-1    (v) I

an,k\ è
X   (X) ,

t an.k\ < tB

-1   (X)

an,k 0,

We conclude at once that, as n—■» «>,

(5.4) tXo™-+0,

uniformly over jl^H«, i£r}.

Relation (5.3) shows that, for each sufficiently great w, the series in (5.2)

is majorized by the convergent geometric series l+0+02+ ■ ■ ■ for each

tET. The latter, in view of (1.8) and ar<6, also majorizes the following

series for all tET and every k = 1, 2, • • • :

(5.5) 0¡k

v-1   (v), . -^^    »—i   t'
(t) = £ /     ak

Therefore (5.5) is uniformly convergent on T for each fixed k; and since,

by (1.8), each term of (5.5) is the limit as w—>=° of the corresponding term

in (5.2), a familiar argument shows that, as w and X both approach oo inde-

pendently but always with &+X — lgw (k remaining fixed), an,k(t)—>otk(t)
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uniformly over jlg^«, tET}. This, in connection with (5.4), establishes

the condition (4.3), and shows, moreover, that

(5.6) t>k    =

0    l + (t- l)ak(t)

0 1

6. Proof of condition (4.6). From equations (5.6), (3.6), (3.4), (3.2), we

readily obtain

(6.1)    — ¿g*b£í =
Un  k=X

0 o il r i,
\\m - Rx - px H    - £ hkak+x(t)t \(t - 1).

0 Un k=X

tin-

We have left the task of examining the summation on the right. We may write

it as follows

(6.2)
1    " "        1   "     ■ /#i

— £ hkak+x(t)t = £ tv — £ hkak+1.
Un  k=l c=l Un  k=X

Now for each coefficient of t" we have for every w,

1      b av     n

0 ^ — £ hkak+x ^ — £ hk = a (m — Rx — px).
Un  4=1 Un  fc-1

Hence, throughout T, the power series on the right in (6.2) is majorized by

the convergent series (m — Rx — px) (0+02+03+ • • • ). If we can show that

each one of its coefficients approaches a limit, the series itself will approach a

limit (uniformly on 7") ; namely, the power series having these limiting coeffi-

cients as its respective coefficients: this will establish (4.6).

As a matter of fact, we will show that

M
(6.3)

B—»o

Multiply (1.4) by r®k+1 and sum over k; we obtain

lim — 2-1 hkak+x — Kv — Kv+x — pxa2   .
B-xo Cd„ k=x

(6.4)
M (»)

bn,krn,k+X  —    2-1 Pn,krn,k+X ~    2-1   Pn.k^n.k+l  ~"   pn.X^n.l

n—v—X

£
k-X

(»+D (»)

Now under our assumptions, pn.ifl'^—^pia^; consequently (6.3) will be estab-

lished when we show, first, that for every v

(6.5)

and, second, that

(6.6)

lim    2-, Pn.kXn.k+X  =   Rv,
B->»    k=1

1       " (1 n~ "

lim — £ hkak+x  = lim  £ bn.krñ.k+x-
B-»oo   C0n  k=x B-*°o     fc=2
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Applying the solution (2.6) to the equation (2.3) in which j and k are

replaced by k and k+v, respectively, and y„ = a„ ,*,*+„, rv = rn,k+v, bv = bn,k+v, we

obtain (using (2.3) again, and the fact that a„,k,k = 1) :

an,k,k+v  =  fn.k+1 +   2-1 On,k+irn.k+i+l-

Í-1

For the 6 of §5, a<0<l; therefore, in view of (1.8) and (3.1), w can be

taken so large that for all &5=w,

| an.k - ak | <(B - a)/2, | bn.k \ < (0 - a)/2,

and consequently \rn.k\ <6- For all such w,

On,fc+¡rn,ÍH-t'+l < max b„,k-(l — 0)_1 = 5„.
lá*áB

Therefore we may write

m il
(6.7) an,k,k+v = rn,ifc+i + 5n,k,v,        | 8n,*.» I < 5„,        lim 8„ = 0.

B-*oo

Now we have

n—D n—v

/ . E(U„,kUn,k+v)   =     2-1 Pn,kan,k,k+v
k-X

n—v
M

2-1 Pn.kSn
k-X

—     2-1 Pn.kTn.k+l +   2-1 Pn.kSn.k.vi
k-X k-X

n

=    E Pn.kSn.

If we let w—*=o and apply (6.7) and (1.7), (6.5) is established.

To prove equation (6.6), we set rn,i = at+(an,it — ak — bn,k) =ak+zn,k; then,

in virtue of (1.8) and (3.1), zn,k—>0 uniformly over k as w—»°o. We have then

(6.8)
M (v) (v)

rn,k  =   Kflk -V Zn.k) =   ak      ■+- An.k.v,

where A„,k¡v is a sum of 2"— 1 products of v factors chosen from the quantities

a,, Zn.i (k^i^k + v—l), each containing at least one factor zn,i- Since every

such product is less in absolute value than maxi£ti„ z„,k, we see that An,t,„

—»0 uniformly over k as w—► a>.

Combining (6.8) with (3.4), we have

(»)
7 , 0n,4rn,fc+l  —    2-1 bn,kak+X  +    2-i bn.k^n,k+X,v,
k—1 k—1 k-2
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n— v / \   n— v

£ 6„,jfcA„,fc+i,J ̂  I max An,ifc+i,» 1 £ bn,k —> 0;
k-2 \    * /  ife-2

n-f 1    n-t> 1    n— v

2^ on,kak+x = — 2-1 hkak+x H-■ 2-, Vn.kOk+x,
k—i Un  v-2 Un  „_2

1    n~v i   \

-" 2-1 Vn.kOk+X
Un  v-2 CJn ifc=l

0.

These relations establish (6.6); and therewith, prove (6.3).

Combining (6.1), (6.2), (6.3), we obtain, uniformly on T,

M = lim  £G*5*+i,
n->oo    k—X

where

(6.9)      M
0    0

0    1
(t _1)L+(,-!)£ A/"1- £M2*Vl.

L v—X o=0 J

7. The special case. In the special case in which (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) replace

(3.3)—(3.6), the derivation of the limit (uniform over T)

(7.1) lim  Ê [Bn.k + Vn,k] = B(xX)eM,

which replaces (4.1), and of the equations (5.5), (5.6), (6.9), is done by

elementary methods, not requiring the Exponential Limiting Product

Theorem: one simply computes each side of (7.1).

To compute the right-hand side of (7.1), the first step is to show that M,

defined as the expression on the right in (6.9), is zero. The results (6.4)-

(6.5) being valid, we have (when pn,x—^px)

,. v-v  , (») _ _ (»)
lim    2-, On.kTn.k+l  =   Rv  —   Rv+X  ~   px02     .

And since |r„°'t+i| ¿1, assumption (3.7) shows that the left member vanishes.

Hence, for all f = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • ,

(7.2)
(«)

Rv — Rv+x — pxa2    = 0

Obvious computation in (6.9) shows that M = 0. Therefore the right-hand

side of (7.1) is B^ which we now define by equations (5.5), (5.6).

To compute the left-hand side of (7.1), direct multiplication (preserving

order) shows that

An)

II   [Bn.k  +   Vn.k]   =   Bx       +   Ün
k-X
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where fi„ is a sum of products each containing at least one factor Vn,k- Now

the considerations of §5 apply equally well to the present case ; and we have,

uniformly over T, lim,,..«, Bp=*2?i , given by (5.5), (5.6). Accordingly, the

desired (7.1), and so forth, will be established once it is shown that lim„<Mfin

= 0 uniformly over T.

Classifying the terms of fi„ according to the numbers of Vn,k factors, we

write Í2n = rnil + rn,2 + • • • + Vn.n where r„,m (w = l, • • • , w) is the sum

of all Cm products

* Vn.ki* Vn,k2*    ■••    *Vn,km*,

each * denoting a product B„Jc (including Bn°¿ = I). By §5 (particularly

(5.1)-(5.3)), N(B^)^B =max '{l, o/(l -0)} ;' and using (3.9), clearly

N(V„,k) á(r+l)o„,i. Furthermore, N(Tn,m) does not exceed the sum of the

norms of its C"¡ terms, which latter norms do not exceed the product of the

norms of their factors. Consequently

iV(r„,m)   ¿   B[B(T +   l)]M£ bn.kfin.H ■   ■  ■   On.km,

the summation being extended over all \^kx<k2< • • • <km^n. Evidently,

therefore,
r~ B -1 m

N(T„,m) ^ B \b(t + 1) £ 6„,»j   = B(un)m

so that, by the geometric formula,

1 - («»)"
N(Ün)   ^   BUn-

1 — u„

From this and (3.7) the required uniform ti„—»0 results.

8. The law of small numbers. The results of the preceding sections, and

particularly formulas (3.5), (4.1), (5.5), (5.6), (6.9), furnish the proof of the

following theorem, which embodies the law of small numbers under the condi-

tions of this paper. The same theorem is established by the results of §7 in the

special case.

Theorem. ^4wy two-outcome one-step Markoff chain, for which hypotheses

(1.5)—(1.9) together with p„,x—>px are assumed, will lead as »—* « to the limiting

distribution Pn(s)—>P(s) generated by the function

(8.1) <p(t) = [1 -/(/)] exp {- (1 - t)[m - (1 - t)m\ +f(t)},

(8.2) m = £ r/~\       f(t) = (1 - t)Px2Z «2("V.
ti=l v=0

The power series in (8.2) are convergent on T: \t\ <t>1, and the convergence

<pn(t)-^np(t) is uniform on T.
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In the calculations leading to these formulas, we must recall that ai = l.

And the series for \p(t) can be majorized directly with the use of (6.5) and

(6.8).
In view of (6.5), Rv can be described as the u-step auto-regression, aver-

aged over the trials (weighted according to their absolute probabilities of

success), as w—>°o : \p(t) is a generating function of such quantities. And since

r'n,2—¥o^\ f(x) is (1—0 times the generating function of the initial auto-

regressions, weighted according to the initial probability px, for w—+ oo.

A notable simplification of the result occurs in the important case of vanish-

ing initial probability, £i = 0: then the distribution is determined by the

sequence {R0, Rx, Rs, • • ■ } alone; that is, by ^(t).

The most important special case is that of stationary limiting transitions;

or, equivalently, of fixed limiting auto-regression:

(8.3) a2 = a3 = ■ ■ • = lim r„,k = r.
n—»oo

The equations (6.5) and (6.8) show that

n— v n—v

Rv   =   Hm    £ pn.kOk        +  Hm    £ pn.k&n.k.v
B->»     k-X B-»=o     ¿_!

The second limit is zero since A«,*,»—*0 uniformly, and the sum of the non-

negative pn.k is bounded. The first limit can be written

n—v ,   , n—v

hm  2-1 Pn,kap    = r   hm  2-, Pn.k = r m,
B-»oo    k=1 n->™   4_!

since each pn,n-j—*0 when * is fixed, as is seen on applying the solution (2.6)

to (1.4). Therefore Rv = mr\ Thus we obtain from (8.3), (8.2),

mr 1 — t
*(0 = --'      S(i) = Pi-

t — rt 1 - rt

and (8.1) reduces to the form (obtained previously('))

(8.4) <p(t) = [l - px YZ~¡\ exp i" (1 " ')[m(1 - r) - ^/(1 ~rt)J'

Explicit expressions for P(s) are easily found in this case in terms of the

Laguerre polynomials, defined by the equations

1 — wx        "
-exp- =   y , LK(w)xs.

1 — x 1 — X        s_o

On setting x = rt, w = — [m(\ — r) — />i](l — r)/r, we obtain

(8.5) P(s) = exp { - m(\ - r) + pi] [qxLs(w)r* + (p1 - rß++{w)ir*-1].
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The simplest and most interesting case of all is that in which px = 0. Then

we have

(8.6)
<p(t) = exp -

m(i - r)(l - t)

1 - rt

P(s) = exp {- m(\ - r)}f[L.(w) - £._i(w)].

Probability

P(s)

1 3 4 5

Number of Successes s

The effect of dependence (m = 3)

The accompanying figure illustrates the effect of the dependence of the

trials in this case when m = 3: The values of P(s) given by (8.6) are plotted

for s = 0, 1, 2, • • -, 8, and are then connected by straight line segments to aid

the eye. This is done for r = 0 (the Poisson case), r = l/10, r = l/4, r = l/2,

r = 3/4, r = 9/10. Naturally, no negative value of r must be considered: a law

of small numbers and a negative limiting correlation are inconsistent in

principle (for (1.4), (3.1) lead to lim inf„,M r„,t = lim infn<00 an,ks¿0).

Columbia University,

New York, N. Y.


